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This funny masterpiece was once written specially for Western readers via a Tibetan lama in
1938.
Compelling story, enjoyable read. it is a love tale for westerners. a narrative saturated in Tibetan
and oriental lifetime of the early twentieth century with clothing, travel, and nutrients
descriptions. there's a liberal sprinkling of Buddhist philosophy. Our hero is a lama in addition to
being a boy in love. 'The first Tibetan novel' is debatable. in keeping with one of many
introductions, the writer was once neither Tibetan, a lama, nor the only real author. Arthur
Yongden used to be the followed Sikkimese son of the western explorer, Buddhist, and author
Alexandra David-Neel. Her hand is obviously obvious within the writing. However, if we take the
identify to join the fictitious work, it's a reasonable hook for an informal reader. this can be a
(western) novel in a Tibetan voice. i used to be looking forward to anything might be dry and
heavy, yet attention-grabbing in a cultural and historic way. This used to be a simple stress-free
learn of doubtful cultural and ancient value. This used to be relatively a 4.5 for me. Still, i have
withheld one famous person as a result of deceptive title. proof are possibly too expensive to
me.
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